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State-of-of-the-art computer vision research has facilitated technology evolution in the
field of medical imaging. The primary achievement of the imaging algorithms developed
is the extraction of expressive features from digital images. The real advantage of this
progress can be observed when these features are utilized in the primary tasks of Content
Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) and developing tissue classification systems for confirming
the diagnostic results of medical images. Digital Pathology (DP) is a branch of medical
imaging focused on digital images acquired from histopathology specimens (i.e., biopsy
samples). The camera-mounted microscope was introduced in the late 1960s, and is one of
the most popular, convenient, and effective tool to generate a digital footprint of tissues
from glass slides. The introduction of Whole Slide Imaging (WSI) technology has com-
pletely changed Light Microscopy (LM). Existing datasets that are modeled using micro-
scopic camera systems are given the least attention by the research community because of
i) missing relative information, i.e., magnification level and annotations, ii) low-resolution
images, and iii) easily accessible WSI slides or patches with relevant information.
With the increasing demand for accurate diagnosis of diseases such as cancer, there is an
imminent need to utilize the knowledge not only from WSI images but also from microscopic
snapshots by using state-of-the-art Machine Learning (ML) techniques to meet the pressing
demand for more reliable diagnosis. This thesis is an empirical study to investigate methods
for recognizing the magnification level of microscopic images to enable their application
in various tasks. Additional investigations to understand the influence of the primary site
(i.e., organs) on recognizing magnification levels were conducted. Qualitative assessments
of feature extraction algorithms, such as Local Binary Pattern (LBP), and several pre-
trained Convolution Neural Network (CNN) architectures are provided. These algorithms
are used as feature extractors to comprehend knowledge at an individual magnification
level from microscopic snapshots of histopathology images. The classification is conducted
by three traditional classifiers, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF),
and K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), by implementing traditional computer vision and Deep
Learning (DL) algorithms to learn the magnification level associated with each microscopic
snapshot. Three different datasets were used to conduct the experiments, which were
evaluated using total accuracy, patient or primary site accuracy, and F1-score. The total
accuracies and F1 scores were 93.26% and 0.94 for the KIMIA-MAG-5 dataset, 91.50% and
0.93 for the BreakHis dataset, and 87.11% and 0.87 for the OMAX dataset, respectively.
An insight from the primary site analysis shows that the task of recognizing magnification
levels in images of pleura, lungs, and breasts are straightforward.
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“As to diseases, make a habit of
two things to help or at least to
do no harm.”
– Hippocrates
“Diagnosing cancer at a later stage and the inability to provide treatment condemnsmany people to unnecessary suffering and early death” [1]. A report published
by World Health Organization in early 2017 titled “Early cancer diagnosis saves lives,
cuts treatment costs” focuses mainly on developing guidelines for diagnosing cancer at
an early stage, which significantly increases the chances of survival by reducing disease
severity and eventually saving treatment costs. By 2030, we will have an estimated 21
million cases of cancer worldwide. Some of these cases can be prevented from becoming
fatal by implementing proper preventive measures and prescreening routines, resulting in
early diagnosis. The main purpose of the guidelines published by health agencies is to
serve as a baseline for providing information to certain parts of society that are at risk of
being infected in the future. Overdiagnosis is the term used for asymptomatic, harmless
diagnosis during preventive screening. This is a primary source of controversy in science
and has created a movement against prescreening in the last decade. This debate provides
a platform for the research and application of this study by helping automated cancer
diagnosis systems to assess the tradeoff between early diagnosis and overdiagnosis using
state-of-the-art computational algorithms [2].
The success of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) in practice has
encouraged researchers to implement automated algorithms for clinical applications by
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integrating computers with traditional healthcare practices. The increasing applications
of these algorithms in medicine with field experts has proved to be beneficial. Healthcare
systems are generally considered rather slow in keeping pace with technology because of
their sensitive nature in dealing with human life.1
The primary motivation for this study is to contribute to alleviating the digitization
of DP and its applications such that future demands are met efficiently. In this study,
we mainly focus on developing a framework composed of AI algorithms to extract the
features of pathology images collected using two different modalities and predicting an
important characteristic prevalent in the histopathology domain—magnification level. The
main purpose of this system is to learn the unknown magnification level of images generated
using a camera-based microscope such that many existing repositories become usable for
learning. This will allow more data to flow into the pipeline of research and development
of computer-assisted systems in clinical practice.
1.1 Problem Statement
In this study, we mainly aim to create a universal pre-processing method to contribute
toward more realistic and optimal Computer Assisted Diagnosis (CAD) systems capable
of safely assisting multi-magnification diagnosis of histopathology images. The proposed
feature will directly impact the results of all classification and image search systems being
deployed in clinical practice; thus, allowing improved accuracy for multi-magnification
query images.
The main problem that hinders the deployment of ML algorithms in healthcare is the
lack of well-annotated and -labeled data. In the last decade, the popularity of publicly avail-
able datasets composed of WSI virtual slides or patches has increased [3, 4]. In the same
time, pathology has seen a paradigm shift from traditional microscopic camera images to
high-resolution images with exceptional visual clarity and digital magnification attributes
for viewing specimens on a computer screen. As a result of these advantages, WSI tech-
nology has a major limitation of high memory consumption; thus, limiting its usage in
the development of AI-powered systems because it makes their applications complex at a
high computational cost. Currently, the majority of pathologists still use camera-based
microscopes because of their simplicity and wide availability. As a result, an enormous
number of microscopic snapshots have been acquired for various reasons but not consid-
ered for automated processing because of their low resolution, uncatalogued magnification
1https://tinyurl.com/y8kgrk9c
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levels, and missing related information. Another significant factor that hinders the uni-
versal application of ML algorithms is the variations in image resolution due to divergent
image-capturing modalities(i.e., camera mounted microscope and whole slide scanner). As
a result, the shortage of balanced datasets with diversity in magnification level, site of
origin, and type of staining adds to the motivation for this work.
Human error is considered to be the primary source of error in clinical practice. The
majority of human errors are caused by limitations in human perception, leading to errors
such as variations in data preparation, manual errors during capturing or scanning slides,
and tissue folding while preparing glass slides [5]. The tediousness of pathology routines
may negatively affect the decision-making capability of pathologists. Under severe daily
stress, pathologists are also responsible for writing detailed reports explaining the nature
of tissue, area of origin, visual characteristics, and diagnosis. Pathology reports are not
standardized, meaning important information of the magnification at which the specimen
slide was observed is lost. This magnification level is an important factor for two reasons:
i) for the research community to develop magnification-invariant processing systems and ii)
to obtain similar images at the same magnification level using an advanced CBIR system.
In Light Microscopy (LM), the enlarged view of the glass slides allows the pathologist to
zoom in/out, enabling better inspection of infinitesimal structures of cells, morphology,
and structural patterns necessary for diagnosis. This specific area is in itself a challenge
for DP. Currently, all digital solutions in practice are trained at specific magnification;
thus, existing solutions focus on a specific task, such as tissue classification or image search
at static magnifications. This limitation may have consequences for the wide adoption of
such methods.
As the number of cancer cases increases, it becomes obligatory to invest more knowl-
edge in exploring the potential of AI in histopathology. The principal challenge in this
study is to build a universal AI-enabled pipeline that can classify the magnification level
by understanding the vivid structural patterns observed at diverse magnification levels in-
spected by pathologists. This system can be considered as a by-default pre-processing step
for all AI solutions deployed in the future when microscopic snapshots are used, ensuring
more confident interpretation in CBIR and tissue classification systems of the future.
1.2 Background
Human research is extensive in terms of accessibility. Available resources range from
exploring planetary movements at several yottameters to sub-atomic level changes in the
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nucleus and cells in the range of zeptometers 2.
“Histology” and “pathology” are individual branches of biomedical science. Histology
is the science of microscopic evaluation, and pathology is the study of the causes and
effects of disease through laboratory evaluation of body tissues 3. When the principles of
pathology are combined with those of histology, the domain of “histopathology” emerges
as the study of diagnosis of diseases by evaluating tissue samples obtained through biopsy
using microscopes to examine the underlying tissue patterns [6].
Pathologists are domain experts in implementing pathology practices. Histopathology
is a pivotal part of all healthcare systems. The primary task of a pathologist is microscopic
analysis of tissues prepared on glass slides [7]. A detailed report composed of all necessary
findings from a clinical evaluation is prepared by a pathologist [8]. These reports are the
basis for many clinical decisions and are usually accompanied by a patient’s medical history,
images related to the current diagnosis, documentation of diagnosis, physical findings from
the examinations, and a plan of treatment and treatment responses. These reports are a
crucial part of medical history, and hence must be comprehensive and reliable.
Figure 1.1 shows the general complexity of image magnification. Image zooming is an
important factor in the pathology domain as well as in satellite imaging and astrophysics.
Image contents become more distinct with increasing magnification power, resulting in
final images for both scenarios (i. e., satellite and pathology), that provide a clear insight
into the minute components of images at maximum magnification power.
1.2.1 Influence of Digitization on Light Microscopy
In conventional microscopy, a pathologist changes the objective lens of the microscope to
obtain an enhanced (field of) view, facilitating better access to traits of the image that
cannot be seen with the naked eye. Microscopes are the only optical instrument that allow
live image magnification for histology images, allowing interpretation of cells and tissues
at high resolution [9]. The routine procedure conducted by pathologists is to repeatedly
snap through multiple magnifications to grasp the differentiating characteristics of the
specimen between varying scales of the objective lens. The total magnification of the
microscope system is composed of the powers of the eyepiece and objective lens. While the
magnification power of the eyepiece is fixed at 10x, the pathologist has a range of powers




Figure 1.1: Illustrative example of microscope functionality of inter-changeable lens com-
pared to satellite images. From left to right: (top) The smallest magnification level image
is not able to distinguish fine-grained image components, capturing an overview of the
tissue and cellular matrix. With increasing magnification power, the clear structure of the
nuclei as well as the boundary of the cellular matrix become visible. (bottom) The left-
most image from Google Maps focuses on terrain in Canada. By increasing magnification
power, distinct patterns of mountains, valleys, and waterbodies are observed, resembling
the satellite view of Banff National Park in the rightmost image.
With the influence of developments achieved in the “digital age”, DP can be defined
as “integration of digital systems into conventional light microscopy, including sharing,
monitoring, and interpreting pathology materials” [11]. Because of the traditional practice
and popularity of microscopes among pathologists, they tend to adhere to the conventional
techniques for clinical practice, even after the integration of a digital environment. Before
the last decade, the technique that created the most significant impact in pathology was
camera-mounted microscope systems, allowing pathologists to conduct their clinical work
on microscopes while saving images in digital form. A simple camera attachment was
added on top of the eyepiece to save a digital copy of an image at the same magnification as
viewed by the expert. However, this coordination has its limitations: i) Various laboratories
use different cameras as the add-on camera to capture snapshots, producing images with
various colors, lighting, and resolutions. ii) Image quality may not be acceptable to the
research community because of low resolution. iii) Associated information, such as the
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magnification level of the captured image, is generally not available for all images. These
problems limit the efficient use of enormous repositories of snapshots, making them the
least used in medical research. With the introduction of whole-slide digital scanners in
the last decade, all three problems were solved, and the research community has started
developing and training AI solutions using this high-end data. The major limitation of
whole-slide scanners and their implementation is their functional requirement of complex
hardware and economic liability for installation and set-up. The cost of a whole-slide
scanner compared to a camera mounted on a microscope is very high [12]. WSI technology
represents the actual laboratory setting of a microscope in a virtual form on digital screens
using software systems [13].
AI has sparked a revolution in digital pathology. With increasing data collection and
proven stability of some AI algorithms, solutions powered with such algorithms have been
witnessed in the real world [14, 15]. For example, a complete system for tissue-based di-
agnosis was developed using the power of AI in digital pathology [16]. With increasing
applications of DL, we can achieve human-like performance using computerized diagnosis.
Automated cancer classification is currently one of the most popular areas of research due
to the success achieved by AI systems. The best example of proven success is in diag-
nosing tissue malignancy from breast muscles [17]. These prominent results have been
accomplished solely because of increased data availability for this particular type of can-
cer. Particularly for breast cancer, DL computerized systems may even outperform human
pathologists in identifying tumor metastasis [18]. Another application of DL, which has a
significant impact on the healthcare community, is Content Based Image Retrieval systems,
which can find similar types of images to support the decisions of pathologists, allowing a
secondary assessment for the same slide [19]. This is achieved by several methods to match
the similarity of the characteristics of a new query image with images from a database com-
posed of several thousand plus images containing similar image characteristics. Figure 1.2
illustrates the traditional pathology environment with important steps that greatly affect
the quality of diagnosis. The extension of AI systems to assist at every step is feasible.
1.3 Contribution of Thesis
The primary contribution of this thesis is an empirical study of frameworks for classify-
ing the magnification levels of pathology images. Experiments were conducted to pro-
vide a comprehensive analysis of feature extraction algorithms and transfer learning using
DenseNet121, ResNet151, Inception, EfficientNetB0, and VGG for their abilities to quan-
tify image features from microscopic snapshots and their suitability for classification of the
magnification level based on the tissue orientation. This study contributes to the goal of
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Microscopic Analysis by 
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Figure 1.2: Complete overview of traditional microscopy, including steps of biopsy col-
lection from the organ under investigation, glass examination under microscope using the
prepared tissue specimen, making a clinical evaluation, and scope of AI systems for tasks
of CBIR and automated cancer detection.
the biomedical community to integrate AI systems with healthcare devices. For universal
compliance of AI in pathology, computer algorithms must learn the interpretation of im-
age morphology similarly to pathologists, at multiple magnifications. This study directly
addresses the problem of limited data in the research workflow. By classifying magni-
fication levels of histopathology images, a well-balanced dataset can be created, which
can eventually be used to develop capable solutions. Currently, most CNN models imple-
mented in DP are trained on natural scenic images. Based on the experimental results,
a pre-processing system for classifying pathology images as per their magnification level
before training a solution for specific diagnosis or obtaining similar images using CBIR
systems is proposed. In this thesis, feature extraction methods using traditional computer
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vision algorithms with deep embeddings available using high-end DL techniques are com-
pared. In this study, we conduct quantitative analysis on three datasets using feature
extraction algorithms, further classifying them for recognizing magnification levels. In
depth investigations are conducted for individual magnification levels and primary sites.
The performances of handcrafted feature extraction methods and pre-trained CNNs as
feature extractors are evaluated by classifying image features from the i) KIMIA-MAG-5,
ii) Breakhis, and iii) OMAX datasets using supervised machine learning algorithms. RF,
SVM, and K-NN classification algorithms are tested for their classification power to iden-
tify diverse patterns extracted using various feature extraction algorithms. Experimental
results show that all the techniques are suitable for extracting important features from
images. Parameter tuning for each classifier proves to beneficial for extracted features,
making them more sensitive to minute differences. Additionally, the results of handcrafted
features on KIMIA-MAG-5 show that Local Binary Pattern, a traditional computer vision
algorithm, performs fairly well but is incomparable to the use of deep embeddings. DL
offers more flexibility to adjust the network architectures; the exemplary success of pre-
trained CNNs can be seen by conducting rigorous experiments. Therefore, in this study,
we aim to answer the following questions:
• Is magnification recognition of microscopic images possible?
• Which methodology is suitable for this task?
• Which magnification levels are easy/difficult to predict?
• Can we recognize magnification levels across all internal organs?
• What are the prime factors in misclassified images?





“When you want to know how
things really work, study them
when they’re coming apart.”
– William Gibson
2.1 Introduction
THIS chapter discusses the literature and findings related to this thesis and its appli-cations. There are mainly three concepts provided in this chapter, aimed at a novice
audience who will be able to follow along with the ideas behind this thesis. First, a brief
description of the initial developments of microscopes, their functionality in laboratories,
and methods for their successful usage are provided. Secondly, the modernization of mi-
croscopes and their worldwide adoption by the pathology community as well as researchers
is discussed. Finally, the results of some breakthrough research in histopathology using
advanced algorithms are presented; the opportunities that AI brings to the detached areas
of pathology are discussed. The area between pathologists and engineers in research is
an exciting area with ample room for the advancement of the certainty of integration of
digital systems into pathology.
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Figure 2.1: Complete anatomy of an optical light microscope. Image adapted from: http:
//thebiologyprimer.com/microscopy-lab.
2.2 Light Microscopy in Pathology
Remarkable developments in and modernization of microscopes was achieved in the 20th
century, broadening the scope and accessibility of unanswered questions regarding the
causes of disease and illness. The concept of studying tissue cells under a microscope is
defined as ”microscopy”. Robert Hooke’s ”Micrographia” is considered to be the scientific
backbone of microscopy [20]. Since its inception, various types of microscopes and lenses
have been developed to increase the practical understanding of disease theories. An existing
application of microscopy is the domain integration of CAD to automate laborious tasks.
Basic light microscopes are prevalent in the majority of hospitals and laboratories because
of their affordability and simplicity [21]. A light optical microscope and its auxiliary
components are shown in Figure 2.1. 1
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_microscope_technology
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2.2.1 Working Principles of Microscopes
Optical microscopes work on the principle of light refraction. The phenomenon of interac-
tion of light rays with a specimen is captured with a series of optical lenses, which allows
a magnified view of the specimen. Two parameters that are important in microscopy are
magnification and resolution.
Magnification is measured by how large a microscope can cause an object to appear.
Light microscopes typically used in pathology laboratories magnify up to approximately
1000 times the actual size, enlarging a specimen of 1 mm × 1 mm to 1000 mm × 1000
mm in the microscope image 2. In traditional microscopes, the magnification of the ob-
jective lens depends on the individual magnifications of the objective lens and eyepiece





where d is the distance between the objective back focal plane and focal plane of the
eyepiece, fo is the focal length of the objective lens, and Me is the fixed magnification of
the eyepiece.
Resolution of a microscope or lens is the smallest distance by which two points can be
separated and still be distinguished as separate objects. The smaller this value, the higher
the resolving power of the microscope and the better the clarity and detail of the image.
Two cell nuclei very close together on a specimen slide might look like a single blurry
dot through a microscope with low resolving power but could be easily distinguished as
individual cell nuclei on a microscope with high resolving power [22].
2.2.2 Glass Slide Preparation
The process of glass slide preparation, before tissue specimens can be clinically examined,
can be divided into four parts [23]:
1. Collection: Excision of tissue specimen in situ by a surgeon, either by dissection or
needle biopsy.
2The actual magnification in digital monitors is influenced by the dots per inch (DPI) or pixels per
inch, which can alter the actual viewing magnifications in digital mode
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2. Embedding: The tissue sample is settled in a mixture of specifically designed chemi-
cals to react with it. This reaction enhances the visual colors of the tissue along with
its retained characteristics at the molecular level, allowing fine-grained diagnosis.
3. Section: The samples embedded are often cut into thin slices of 5 to 10 mm, and
each tissue preparation is called a “glass slide”.
4. Staining : A variety of chemicals and dyes are applied to glass slides to distinguish the
tissue contents. Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) is the most commonly used stain to
enhance the colors of the nucleus as purple and extracellular matrix and cytoplasm as
pink3. This allows for better semantic differentiation to understand the morphology.
Finally, the prepared slide is inspected by a domain expert pathologist, and the final
findings are rendered in the pathology report.
2.2.3 Transition to Digital Pathology
In this section, the major transformation from traditional to digital microscopy is discussed.
The impact of digitization in clinical pathology is not only limited to diagnosis but also
benefits therapy settings, tele-medicine, and case consultation, and has driven huge interest
in research on the validation of complete virtual microscopy.
Photomicroscopy
Traditional microscopy has persisted along with the integration of digital systems. Mi-
croscopy has emerged with high-resolution optics to obtain more enhanced, clear, and un-
ambiguous digital images. Digitization in microscopy began with the ability to attach digi-
tal cameras to a microscope. This enabled pathologists to capture specific regions observed
from the eyepiece. Irrespective of standardized brands or technologies, any combination of
a digital camera and optical microscope can be used to secure a digital image [24].
Specialized microscopic camera units are available for capturing images, as these sys-
tems allow stabilized images with auto-focus functionality. Common cameras used for
capturing photographs can be economical, but only at the cost of lower image quality. A
comparative analysis between these two types of image capturing systems is provided in
[25], which promotes investment in better digital infrastructure that yields better image
support and diagnosis [26].
3https://serc.carleton.edu/18523
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With the increasing popularity of smartphones and high-definition mobile cameras, a
microscopic system based on mobile cameras can meet the compelling demand for disease
diagnosis with limited resources [27, 28]. At least a 5 MP camera is required for close
diffraction-limited resolution images over a wide range of magnifications, including those
relevant for single-cell imaging [29]. The resultant image can be a few megabytes in a
standard JPEG or PNG format and can be accessed without any special software. De-
spite being small in memory size, these images can be easily transmitted by e-mail or a
smartphone as an attachment for further examination by an expert at a remote location.
WSI Scanners
WSI, also known as virtual microscopy or digital microscopy, is an emerging technology
used for converting a glass slide into a virtual slide, commonly known as a whole-slide image.
These digital slides are used by experts to conduct observations using specialized software
or for image analysis. The modality responsible for preparing the image is called a WSI
scanner, and it consists of robotic microscopes that scan a glass slide. A composite whole-
slide image is obtained by scanning small areas of glass slides individually and merging
them using sophisticated software [30].
Technological advancements in robotics and control systems have significantly advanced
WSI technology. These improvements have reduced the time required for glass slide scan-
ning (average time has reduced to a few minutes per slide) and the automatic processing
of more than 300 glass slides [31, 32, 33].
Portable whole-slide scanners can be set up easily on normal tables without occupying
a large space in diagnostic centers. These modern WSI scanners convert glass slides in
efficient time, automatically with no human intervention for tissue localization or focus
plane selection [34].
Virtual slides obtained from WSI scanners consume more memory than microscopic
snapshots [30]. WSI images can be 2-4 GB with a resolution of 50,000 x 50,000 pixels. WSI
images are saved as specially-designed format files with the capability of saving multiple
tiles in one file. The arrangement of the image tiles resembles the shape of a pyramid [35].
Current State of Microscopy
This section contains a brief literature survey of current microscopy research. The advan-
tages of advanced digital integration in the workflow and their consequences are discussed.
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According to the literature, there are several factors that affect the adoption of virtual
microscopy. A major study [36] focused on the time variation between diagnosing a glass
slide and a virtual slide for skin cancer. The results were highly biased as pathologists
were easily able to reach a diagnosis on glass slides in an average time of 137.61 s, while
for a virtual slide, the time increased to 176.77 s. This increased time acts as a barrier
for the adoption of virtual microscopy. Various factors, such as increased WSI system
setup cost, limited control for pathologists while viewing virtual slides, ambiguous quality
of WSI slides compared to glass slides, and inability of pathologists to operate specialized
WSI system software, limit the wide acceptability of virtual microscopy across small- and
medium-scale laboratories [37].
Recent studies have compared virtual microscopy to traditional microscopy. Non-
inferior results were obtained for virtual microscopy in several studies [38, 39, 40]. The
positive results support the transition of the pathology environment from traditional mi-
croscopy to virtual microscopy, to help meet the compelling demand.
2.2.4 Effects of Magnification in Pathology
Magnification is a transformation in the actual size of an object, performed so that the
object can be visibly enlarged. In traditional light microscopes used for pathology, a wide
range of lens powers are available to ensure that the reflection of tissue observed through
the oculars is large enough for clear examination. In contrast to LM, for virtual microscopy
systems, magnification means matching the digital and optical resolution of the scanning
camera and digital monitor screen. Once the image has been scanned with a high-quality
sensor, additional magnification becomes redundant. Images on a digital display can turn
out to be very different from the microscopic view when the modality to observe the
specimen is altered from traditional light microscopy to recently introduced high-end WSI
technology. The resulting magnification power varies based on image modalities; for virtual
microscopy, the final magnification level is proportional to the distance between the screen
and viewer, whereas in traditional microscopy, the resultant magnification power is derived
from Equation 2.1. This variation stops magnification power from being a common unit
across all modalities. In whole-slide scanners, vendor-specific micron pixel sensors lead to
variations in the resultant magnification. As a result, a new standardized unit that can
generalize magnification level from both modalities must be accepted universally to make
diagnosis and research more ubiquitous [41].
The transition from traditional microscopy to digital microscopy is due to the avail-
ability of powerful computers that help pathologists to inspect and analyze specimens on
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digital screens, eliminating the need for microscopy and glass slides. Although some med-
ical institutions are adopting complete digital microscope systems in place of traditional
microscopy, there may be a risk of stand-alone technology. As computer algorithms are
designed to process static images, they fail to learn the semantic chronology possessed
by moving the tissue and switching the magnification of a microscope. Static images on
computer monitors certainly augment the laboratory environment. Few pathologist believe
that studying slides of human tissue under a microscope adds a unique experience that is
not offered by static images [42].
2.2.5 Advances in Digital Pathology
Microscopy is the primary source of almost all types of disease diagnosis, including all types
of cancer [43]. With an increasing workload in the existing work environment, automating
microscopy is essential. Integrating automation systems simply involves optimizing existing
methods in clinical settings, which can improve existing systems.
Significant improvement in diagnostic accuracy is achieved by implementing strategies
such as case conferences, consultations, and secondary diagnosis. The authors in [44]
conducted error analysis by implementing such strategies and obtained errors in the range
of 1.2 to 50 per 1000 patients. Reduced error rates will assist in the smooth acceptance of
ML techniques in clinical settings, facilitating a better future for histopathology.
Applications of ML in Histopathology
This section examines the recent methods proposed for image analysis. A brief discussion
of ML techniques used in DP images for feature extraction, image similarity matching
systems, segmentation, and tissue level diagnosis is provided.
The initial idea of digital image analysis was not for the task of natural scenic or objec-
tive images but for developing automated image analysis of ultrasound medical images [45].
A comprehensive survey by Gurcan et al. [7] lists the applications of CAD systems deployed
in healthcare since the 1990s. In the last decade, there has been exponential integration of
CAD systems in radiology [46]. With increased efficiency achieved in radiology, pathology
has improved as well.
With increasing workload in pathology routines, there is an evident need to meet de-
mands by integrating smart computers with a pathology routine to automate laborious
tasks, allowing pathologists to focus more on complex cases[47, 48]. Increased acceptance
of WSI systems and their applications in pathology has accumulated substantial medical
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images, increasing the pressure for detailed analysis and improving the current state of
diagnosis [45, 49, 50]. The benefits of quantitative analysis of pathology imaging using ML
techniques are being acknowledged by researchers from academia as well as industry [7].
Image Analysis in Digital Pathology
The main gateways to advancing ML applications in DP are the image dimensions and
extensive requirements of computational resources. The primary step for any histopatho-
logical diagnosis is to learn the visual semantic features at the cellular level. Particularly,
cell structures, nuclei size and shape, cellular matrix, glands, and lymphocytes are promi-
nent features that can be used for cancer diagnosis. Owing to the limited computational
resources and technical complexity faced by virtual microscopy, the idea of integrating
CAD systems for automated cancer diagnosis is awaiting necessary validation for suc-
cessful deployment in laboratories [51, 52]. With increased accessibility of computational
power, recent literature has provided astonishing results for segmenting nuclei from tissue
images [53]. Automated tissue segmentation using CNNs with the U-Net architecture was
developed for skin cancer detection. The proposed technique outperformed existing tech-
niques [54]. Detecting the region of interest (ROI), the possibly tumor-affected region, in
WSI using CNNs trained on non-histopathology images [55] and gland segmentation[56, 57]
are recent applications of ML in task-specific DP.
Shivang et al. [58] demonstrated automated cancer grading and localization techniques
for prostate and breast glands. They also tried to recognize the presence of malignancy,
and favorably consistent results were obtained compared to manual segmentation. Another
study in [59], compared the efficiency of AI for the Gleason grading of prostate slides, with
0.96 correlation between the system and an expert pathologist. A reduction in diagnostic
error of up to 85% was observed when Wang et al. proposed DL-based CAD system for
identifying metastatic breast cancer[60]. A breakthrough in gigapixel image processing was
achieved by Liu et al. [61], localizing 100×100 pixels in a virtual slide. Their results were
achieved using the CNN architecture.
A rotational invariant CNN model was developed in [62] for lymph node tumor de-
tection. An evident increase in accuracy was observed with the use of rotation-invariant
features. A comparative study of feature extraction techniques to obtain morphological
features from images to detect metastasis was conducted by Kumar et al. [63]. Compar-
ative studies on feature extraction techniques for medical tasks have been conducted by
several researchers [47, 64].
The influence of magnification level on breast cancer diagnosis was evaluated by Bayra-
moglu et al. [65] and Gupta et al. [66]. An end-to-end multitasking CNN-based classifi-
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cation system for magnification analysis along with malignancy detection was presented
by [65]. Otlara et al. focused only on regressing the magnification level, implementing a
CNN-based regression technique by fine-tuning bottleneck layers in a deep CNN.
Content-Based Image Retrieval Retrieving similar images based on image morphol-
ogy requires the characterization of semantic information that is specific to an image. CBIR
needs access to huge data repositories with high-quality images [67, 14]. Most research on
WSI technology is done on image patches which are subset of one gigapixel WSI image.
An online CBIR system was developed by Zheng et al., wherein a user would upload
a query image and its corresponding search parameters. The algorithm provides similar
images based on the color histogram, texture, and wavelet coefficients [68]. A multi-
tiered CBIR system was developed for virtual slide processing, which is able to classify
and retrieve similar image slides of a whole slide or multiple image patches [69]. Un-
supervised feature learning combined with the bag-of-features concept was implemented
for feature matching in CBIR, competing with existing state-of-the-art canonical patch
descriptors [70].
The following sections describe the well-established approaches used for extraction of
semantic knowledge infused in images. In the image processing domain, this process is
known as feature extraction, which is responsible for transforming raw data using a trans-
formation function. This function is directly responsible for dimensionality reduction of
raw images to a 1-dimensional feature vector. This feature vector is supposed to encompass
the image-specific shapes, edges, and typical morphological structures.
2.3 Image Representation
2.3.1 Handcrafted Features
This section discusses the characterization of images using the traditional algorithms used
in this thesis. Hand-Crafted Features are features obtained by applying a series of math-
ematical functions across pixel values of an image. These algorithms were first manually
developed for their target tasks, while their application to universal tasks was developed
later. Over the last few decades, handcrafted features have been the primary source of
image representation, and their popularity has extended their application, even after the
progress of deep embeddings from DL. It is a common approach in image analysis re-
search to compare traditional computer vision algorithms with deep descriptors for various
machine learning tasks [63, 64, 71].
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Local Binary Patterns (LBP)
LBP is a simple feature extraction technique with an embedded mathematical function
familiarized by Ojala et al. in 2002 [72]. Because of its static function, it does not require
any training for its application. As a result, its features are categorized as hand crafted.
Various versions of LBP algorithms have been developed, such as uniform and non-
uniform LBP. These variants significantly increase the scope of applications[73, 74, 75].
Owing to its simplicity, good performance, and competitive results, this thesis implements
uniform LBP as a feature extractor for selective experiments.
LBP is responsible for local instead of global representation of images. The LBP func-
tion transforms each pixel value from an image with a new intensity value calculated based
on its neighboring pixel values from the same image.
A uniform LBP is defined by the transitions of 0 to 1 or vice versa when the LBP
operator is traversed circularly. For example, the patterns 00000000 (0 transitions) and
00011100 (2 transitions) are uniform, whereas the patterns 10011001 (4 transitions) and
00101010 (6 transitions) are non-uniform. For application of the uniform LBP algorithm,
grayscale images are required for this algorithm to perform well. The binary patterns are
obtained by applying a circular operator to every pixel value of the image in the first step.
An aggregation of all non-uniform LBP patterns from the binary patterns is considered as
the final histogram.
LBP Operator: In the uniform LBP algorithm, a circular LBP operator is used for the
selection of neighborhood pixels. The circular operator is denoted by LBPP,R, where P
explicitly defines the finite number of neighboring pixels and R controls the radius of the
circular operator to locate the pixel information. The number of neighbors P and radius
R are two parameters that control the selection of neighboring pixels. In Figure 2.2, an
image is represented by a grid, where each square is an individual pixel from the image,
and the circular operator with center pixel gc is represented in black, while neighboring
pixels, represented by g0, g1, ..., gP−1, are colored in green. The parameter settings of the
three combinations are shown in Figure 2.2. The neighbors are equidistant across the
circumference of the imaginary circle, and the coordinates of each ith pixel on the circle C














For pixel coordinates that are located on the boundaries of the grid, their values are
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Figure 2.2: LBP: circular operator with three combinations of the radius (r) and neighbor
(n) parameters. Left: operator with radius r = 1 and neighbor n = 8. Middle: operator
with radius r = 2 and neighbor n = 16. Right: operator with radius r = 3 and neighbor n
= 24. Neighbor pixels are colored gray, while the center pixel is colored in red.
interpolated. The pixel values obtained using Equation 2.2 surpass the circular operator
function to calculate the binary transitions. The length of the array of binary transitions









1, if x ≥ 0,
0, otherwise.
The function described in Equation 2.3 compares the intensity of neighboring pixels with
that of the center pixel. For a pixel value greater than or equal to that of the center pixel
gc, the corresponding bit in the binary mask is set to 1, and the binary mask is set to 0.
Binary transitions for P bits are obtained across all gP−1 pixels and further aggregated
into histograms, which are considered as the final features.
LBP Histogram: The binary transitions are P bit binary arrays that are converted
to rational numbers in the range [0, 2p]. The absolute number of binary transitions is
denoted by ηµ,P , where µ represents the uniform LBP scheme, and Equation 2.4 gives the
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LBP Parameters Feature Length
# Radius (r) Neighbors (n) (l)
LBPγ1 1 8 59
LBPγ2 2 16 243
LBPγ3 3 24 555
Table 2.1: Parameters of LBP feature extraction with resultant length of feature vector.
mathematical function to calculate total binary transitions.
ηµ,P = P × (P − 1) + 3 (2.4)
The mapping function Up is responsible for mapping all the binary patterns with their
associated labels in the look-up table. This look-up table contains 2P elements. All the
elements are assigned unique labels for each uniform pattern, and all the non-uniform
labels are aggregated in one bin; the final histogram is the evident feature of the input
image. Therefore, the total number of histogram bins in a uniform LBP is ηµ,P + 1 (i.e.,
all individual bins for ηµ,P and 1 bin for all non-uniform masks).
The process of feature extraction using the uniform LBP algorithm can be summarized
by the following steps:
1. Build the look-up table Up for all P values.
2. For image Im, apply circular operator LBPP,R for all Ix,y and save the LBP masks
in an array Mi.
3. Check Mi for uniformity using function Up and store the results in another array hi
4. Feature vector lbpf of image Im is the histogram of the aggregated array of unique
values from array hi.
The length of the feature vector deviates significantly when the parameters P and R
(sampling of neighborhood pixels and radius of circular LBP operator, respectively) are
changed. The uniform LBP algorithm has been successful in many classification tasks, and
the values of (8,1) for parameters (P,R) could capture 90% of image characteristics in the
work of Ojala et al. [72]. The LBP algorithm is fast in computation with a time complexity
of O(g), where g is the number of pixels, and has a simplistic function-based approach,
which make it an optimal choice of algorithm for this thesis.
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2.3.2 Deep Embeddings
With increasing computational resources in terms of processing power (i. e., accessibility
of cloud computing and GPU server availability) and memory storage in the terabytes,
the applications of deep CNN have become easy, which has decreased the popularity of
handcrafted features. The peak performance of CNNs relies on domain-specific training,
enabling the network to learn information from domain-specific images. Transfer learning
and fine-tuning are other approaches to CNN implementation with limited data points.
The following section discusses the DL approaches and CNN fundamentals required for
implementing them as feature extractors.
CNN Fundamentals
The CNN model is built by stacking various layers with forward connections. The input
layer of the CNN model accepts a 3rd order tensor of image height, image width, and
channels. The image tensors are iterated through the layers of the model, and the final
predictions are obtained as output. Forward pass (FP), error function, and backward pass
(BP) are three fundamental concepts of neural networks and are defined as follows:
1. FP refers to the calculation process of output values based on the input data. The
final output value is calculated by traversing all layers from first to last, forming
an open loop structure. The output values p̂ are the sum of all weighted inputs
transformed across a nonlinear function. This nonlinear function can be a sigmoid
function, tanh, or softmax depending on the problem in question. The mathematical
derivation of the predicted outputs obtained using only FP is given as:
x1 → w1 → x2...xN → wN → p̂, (2.5)
where f(·) is the activation function, xi is the input to the ith layer, wi is the weight
of the ith layer, and p̂ is the calculated output of the CNN.
2. Error function refers to calculation of model loss: the difference between actual output
and predicted output. The error function or loss function is defined by:
γ(w) = p− p̂. (2.6)
The main purpose of a loss function is to minimize the error values between the
actual values p and predicted values p̂. There are several loss functions targeted at a
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specific set of problems. For instance, the ”binary crossentropy” loss function is used
specifically for binary classification problems.
3. Backward Pass (BP) refers to the process of adjusting model parameters(i.e., weights)
using an optimization function(e.g., stochastic gradient descent). The error is iterated
through the previous layers in the reverse direction, where it adjusts the connecting










To minimize the loss, gradient descent optimization iteratively reduces the discrep-
ancy by moving in the direction opposite to the steepest slope. The loss at each
iteration is calculated using the partial derivative of the loss function with respect
to the weights. These iterations are repeated to adjust the weights until the global
minimum error is achieved. The global minimum error provides the best-fit model
for the defined problem.
A common approach in the DL community is the interchangeability or reusability of model
parameters in contrasting domains. This approach has applied CNNs to feature extraction,
transfer learning, and fine-tuning. The following section summarizes the implementation
of a CNN for extracting features and application as a classification model.
Feature Extraction
The architecture of neural networks is highly modular. The quality of information obtained
from input images increases successively owing to the multi-layer topology. CNN features
are invariant to translation due to the presence of convolutional layers. A CNN provides
the flexibility to characterize an image using activation values from any layer of the model.
Low-level information (i.e., edges and corners) is captured in the initial layers, while high-
level information (i.e., tissue texture and image-specific pattern) is captured in the final
layers. Most feature extraction applications seem to use features from the last layer of the
neural network model.
In this thesis, 4 models of pre-trained neural networks are investigated to classify the
magnification level of histopathology images. The features from these models are referred
to as deep embeddings. Table 2.2 yields information regarding the layer number, whose
activation values are calculated as deep features for each model.
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Table 2.2: List of pre-trained models used for extracting features. Additional information
includes the layer number (#) used for calculating features and resulting length of the 1−d
feature vector for all images.
Models The models used for feature extraction are VGG19, DenseNet121, ResNet151,
and EfficientNet. These models are trained using ImageNet data of natural classes and
used for image representation of histopathology images.
Implementation The images from all datasets described in Chapter 3 are traversed
through all models using an FP to represent the input images in the form of activation
values from the last pooling layer of each model. Table 2.2 describes the layer used for
extracting features and its length of features from each model.
Fine-tuning Fine-tuning is a technique that uses discrete layers of a model with pre-
trained weights, while the rest of the model is trained based on the domain-specific data. In
this way, the model adapts to domain knowledge by adjusting the weights of the trainable
layers (i.e., layers except those with ImageNet weights), allowing room for increased model
performance. In this thesis, VGG19 and DenseNet121 are fine-tuned for the adaption of
histopathology images. VGG19 is fine-tuned from layer 16 onwards, and the last block of
DenseNet is re-trained for building consensus using DenseNet121. Bottleneck layers are the
fully connected layers responsible for calculating the predictions. The configuration of fully
connected layers is identical across all fine-tuning experiments in this thesis. A common
practice seen in model fine-tuning of a CNN is adding a normalization and dropout layer
between densely connected layers. This allows the network to learn better discriminative
features, giving accurate predictions on unseen images. Table 2.3 describes the layers used
with additional parameters added to the network. The input layer is the first dense layer,
with neurons equal to the total length of the feature vector from the model, and is connected
to a second dense layer with 512 neurons. The values from the previous layer are batch
normalized to contain the length of the features, and 50% arbitrary values are dropped
out to avoid over-fitting. Left activation values are passed to a dense layer of 256 neurons,
which are directly connected to the output layer with 4 neurons activated by the softmax
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Layer (type) Output Shape Param (#)
VGG19 (Model Input Layer) (None, 512) 20024384
Dense Layer (None, 512) 262656
Batch Normalization (None, 512) 2048
Dropout (0.5) (None, 512) 0
Dense Layer (None, 256) 131328
Dense Layer (Output) (None, 4) 1028
Trainable params: 396,036
Table 2.3: Bottleneck configuration for fine-tuning VGG19 model. Total additional pa-
rameters due to newly added layers are provided under ”Trainable params”. The output
shape of each layer contains the None value, which is a variable based on the batch size
during experiments
function to predict the class labels in terms of a probability distribution. All dense layers
except the output layer are activated using the ReLU activation function.
2.4 Image Classification
The area of machine learning that learns a function that maps an input (i.e., feature
vector) to an output (i.e., labels) based on an example input—output pair is called super-
vised learning, and algorithms implementing supervised learning are called classification
algorithms [76]. A classification algorithm analyzes the training data and approximates a
function that can be used for mapping new test samples. To predict the correct label for
unseen samples, the learning algorithm must be generalized from the training data. The
features obtained from the discussed feature extraction techniques are considered as inputs
for classifier training. Classifier performance is highly affected by its internal parameters,
and each classification algorithm has its specific set of criteria responsible for adjusting
the parameter values. The classifiers used for conducting experiments in this thesis are
described in the following sections.
2.4.1 k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)
The k-NN classifier [77] is instance-based or non-generalizing, where the function is only
estimated locally and the computation is deferred until function evaluation is called for an
unseen data sample. An unseen sample point is mapped in the feature space, and the class
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assignment is computed by the majority vote of the nearest neighbors. The number of
neighbors (k) and the distance metric for neighbor assignment to be considered for voting
are specified explicitly by the user; a large k value suppresses the noise, making inter-class
boundaries less distinct.
2.4.2 Random Forest (RF)
RF classifiers [78] are based on the concept of multiple decision trees merged for classifying
the problem space. A finite number (n) of individual trees are built, and the majority
vote across all individual trees accounts for the final class assignment. RF classifiers add
randomness to the model by randomly sub-sampling the feature space while growing trees.
The trees are grown by providing a feature–label pair to the root node, which splits the
feature space based on the loss function. These splits are known as leaf nodes, with each
leaf node accumulating a sub-space of features. This chain continues until a stopping
criterion is met. For any query image, features are traversed down the tree, and the label
from the traveled leaf node is assigned to the query image. Important parameters for RF
classifiers are the number of estimators, information gain criterion, and maximum depth
to which a tree can grow.
2.4.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
In a SVM [79], each feature vector is viewed as a data point (p) from a feature–label
subspace, and the classifier is responsible for constructing a single (p− 1)-dimensional hy-
perplane, which can separate all classes of data points. There are multiple hyperplanes that
might classify the data point in a high-dimensional feature space. One reasonable choice
for the best hyperplane is the one that represents the largest separation or margin between
the two classes. Hence, the hyperplane with the maximum distance from its boundary
to the nearest data point on each side is selected. Kernel functions are responsible for
achieving a nonlinear hyperplane when classifying non-binary problems. A few important
parameters that strongly affect SVM performance are regularization parameter limiting




AI algorithms that leverage the biological concept of neurons in designing algorithms are
known as Deep Learning. In a comprehensive review by Litjens et al. [80], it is evident
that DL techniques have huge potential for applications in medical imaging. The increase
in publications on medical image analysis since 2015 proves the evolution of pathology.
Various conferences have special issues specifically targeted at medical images, such as
IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging [81].
Contradicting all the achievements of ML, lack of generalization is seen because of
the highly sensitive nature of images; tiny alterations to input images can cause existing
state-of-the-art algorithms to fail [82].
In this work, multiple techniques are studied to recognize the magnification level of
histopathology images. An independent study to analyze the influence of the primary site
of an image in recognizing magnification level is conducted extensively. In the next chapter,
the prevalence and shortcomings of popular datasets used for medical imaging research are
explained and two datasets are proposed.
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Chapter 3
Datasets and Evaluation Criteria
“Failure is the opportunity to
begin again more intelligently.”
– Henry Ford
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the datasets used in the experiments conducted in this study.A brief description and some limitations of publicly available datasets are presented,
and the detailed procedure followed in designing the proposed dataset is discussed. The
development of the KIMIA-MAG-5 and OMAX data repositories was conducted at Kimia
Lab, University of Waterloo.
The KIMIA-MAG-5 dataset is composed of 33,345 manually selected image patches.1
The repository is 5 GB and will be publicly available for education and research upon
request. A dedicated test dataset for evaluating model performance was maintained inde-
pendently from the images used for training.
3.2 Motivation
All publicly available data repositories are specifically designed for a primary goal. Cur-
rently, the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) [3] is the largest public repository, with more
1The paper presenting KIMIA-MAG-5 is under review for publication in ICTAI 2020
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than 10k whole-slide scans. The major limitation of these images is the lack of annota-
tion, as the slides do not show the actual Region of Interest (ROI), which is important
for diagnosis. The fundamental limitations of BreakHis images are low resolution and a
lack of diversified organs. To mitigate these limitations, there is a pressing need for a new
dataset. KIMIA-MAG-5 is the proposed solution for understanding the practical effects of
25 distinct organs for magnification prediction. Particular focus was dedicated to including
maximum variability in terms of color and texture patterns persistent across all primary
sites. Manual selection of patches adds exquisite value to the dataset with the least chance
of marker or tissue fold presence.
3.3 KIMIA-MAG-5 Dataset
When designing the KIMIA-MAG-5 dataset, a well-planned procedure was followed to
generate a diverse balanced dataset to evaluate the magnification scale and conduct origin
of tissue (i.e., organ) analysis for the task of magnification prediction. Virtual slides from
TCGA were collected for 25 organs (or primary sites in clinical terminology) to develop
this dataset [3].
KIMIA-MAG-5 is a subset of this large data repository. Manual filtering of patches
for removal of tissue markers, low tissue-background ratio, and tissue folds was conducted
to prepare a clean, high-quality data repository for research. The main motivation for
investing time and effort in the design of this dataset was to improve the shortage of
microscopic-style multi-magnification images. This approach replicates to the nearest level
to enable a comparison between traditional microscopy and virtual microscopy.
The complete design procedure followed for developing KIMIA-MAG-5 is as follows:
1. Coordinates X,Y were randomly selected for each slide. Regions of 800 × 800 pixels
were read from each slide at either 40x or 20x magnification.
2. The coordinates were traversed along the axis to lower magnifications of 20x, 10x,
5x, and 2.5x to read the area from the same image center. For each magnification
level, three patches were extracted, resulting in a total of 34,175 image patches. All
images at each magnification were saved as JPEG files.
3. Minimum tissue-background ratio for all images was set at 51%. This ratio allows
inclusion of some background areas in low-magnification images. An algorithm was
























































































































Figure 3.1: Histogram with 25 bins depicting image distribution for all primary sites with
stacked bars for magnification levels present in the KIMIA-MAG-5 dataset. The X-axis
indicates the primary sites, and the Y-axis denotes the number of images for each site
4. While patching, some images with markers or sketch-pen marks, artefacts, blurred
regions, and tissue folds were captured. Manual removal of such unwanted images
was conducted by visually checking the entire dataset.
5. In total, 33,345 patches from 2,862 patients’ slides from 25 primary sites were ob-
tained at five unique magnifications.
6. 20% of patient images were kept independent of training to evaluate model perfor-
mance.
In total, KIMIA-MAG-5 contains 7,214 patches at 2.5x magnification, 7,157 patches at
5x, 7,100 patches at 10x, 7,008 patches at 20x, and 4,956 patches at 40x. The statistics of








b) Colorectal c) Kideny d) Brain
Figure 3.2: Image samples from four primary sites from KIMIA-MAG-5 dataset. Four
columns represent a) Breast, b) Colorectal, c) Kidney, and d) Brain images. From left to
right, the rows represent magnification levels of 2.5x, 5x 10x, 20x, and 40x.
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Figure 3.2 shows 20 image samples from four primary sites: breast, colorectal, kidney,
and brain. Color variation and increasing size of structural patterns are easily visible as
one mavigates from lower to higher magnification.
3.4 BreakHis Dataset
The BreakHis dataset is a perfect example of magnification-influenced breast cancer clas-
sification using pathology images. The BreakHis dataset consists of images from 82 breast
cancer patients. Images of these glass slides were captured at four magnification levels us-
ing a Samsung camera attached to a light microscope. Along with distinct magnification,
these images are categorized as benign or malignant by a pathologist, while annotations of
the actual tumor sites are missing, but a label for each image exists. The BreakHis dataset
was developed by Spahnol et al., and a detailed description of classification experiments
is presented in [83]. For the BreakHis dataset, patches from original images were cropped
from the center to obtain square images of 460 × 460 pixels. In total, the BreakHis dataset
consists of 7909 images with 1995 at 4x, 2081 at 10x, 2013 at 20x, and 1820 at 40x.
3.5 OMAX Dataset
The OMAX dataset is being designed and developed in-house at KIMIA Lab, University
of Waterloo2. It is an evolving dataset, with a conscious effort made to represent the
different textural patterns and types of tissues at multiple magnifications. The experiments
conducted in this thesis employ images made available up to July 6th, 2020. In total, 64
glass slides were provided by Huron Digital Pathology3. The actual size of the tissue
samples in real scale was 5 mm × 5 mm. The glass plate size was 7.5 cm × 2.5 cm, and
tissue specimens were bounded in 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm square coverslips or circular coverslips
with diameters of 1.5 cm. The primary motive for developing this dataset was to verify
model capability by including diverse pathology stains captured by a microscope. The
resulting dataset is heterogeneous in its color spectrum. Primary stains applied to glass
slides used for capturing images were H&E, while some slides were stained with trichrome
stains using Van Gieson’s method. For images with H&E stains, purple and pink images
were obtained, while yellow and brown images were obtained from trichrome stains. For




a 14 MP camera and 1.25 NA lens from OMAX microscopes was used4. The following
aspects were considered while capturing the images:
1. The patch coordinates x and y were randomly selected for each slide based on the
tissue complexity.
2. For each slide, a total of 50− 100 snapshots were captured across all magnifications
with some overlapping.
3. Snapshots captured using the camera-attached microscope had 4096 × 3288 pixels.
For convenience, each image was cropped to 4000 × 3200 pixels, and 16 sub-images
of size 1000× 800 were taken from each snapshot.
4. In total, 17, 952 images were captured from 64 glass slides: 1696 at 4x magnification,
3504 at 10x, 5840 at 20x, and 6912 at 40X. The ratios of 10%, 15%, 30%, and 45%
were preset for 4x,10x, 20x and 40x magnification, respectively.
5. 15% of primary sites were taken for testing; images from 10 glass slides were detached
from the training dataset to evaluate the model performance.
Figure 3.3 shows image samples from each magnification level from 5 selected primary
sites. Images with distinct visual patterns were manually selected for viewers to inspect
the complexity in the patterns and color variations present in the dataset. Lymph node
sections seen in column (d) of Figure 3.3 are yellowish in color due to different staining pro-
cedures applied to tissue specimens. These variations exhibit the heterogeneity possessed
by OMAX dataset.
For the test split, 336 images at 4x magnification, 704 at 10x, 1264 at 20x, and 1024 at
40x, accounting for a total of 3328 images, were used for evaluating model performance.
The contribution of images from each primary site is encompassed in the stacked histogram
presented in Figure 3.4.
3.6 Evaluation Criteria
For any model, evaluation metrics are standardized units designed to analyze its perfor-
mance. For the experiments conducted across all datasets, the proposed metric from Sec-
tion 3.6.1, accuracy score, and F1-score from Sci-Kit were used to analyze the performance







a) Duodenum b) Gall Bladder c) Cardiac Muscle d) Lymph Node 
Figure 3.3: Image samples from OMAX dataset at four magnification levels of 4x, 10x, 20x,
and 40x. Image samples from four primary sites are included as samples. For each primary
site, the same coordinates are selected to compare visual characteristics with increasing
magnification level. d) Lymph node sections are stained with trichrome dye, giving yellow-



















































































Figure 3.4: Histogram with 10 bins (primary sites) from OMAX data split used for model
testing. Each bin is composed of four bar plots quantifying the number of patches associ-
ated with each magnification level for each primary site.
3.6.1 Accuracy
The primary analysis of misclassified magnification of test images of each glass slide was
conducted using the proposed metric. In other words, the accuracy score at the individual
patient level or primary site was calculated, which provides knowledge about the role of
specific structures from specific primary sites responsible for erroneous results. Individual
primary site analysis conducted using primary site accuracy Pacc is given in Equation 3.1.
For magnification prediction analysis, total accuracy, represented by Tacc, was used. The
calculation of Tacc can be obtained by replacing the term ηs from Equation 3.1 with ηtot.
The mathematical derivations of both metrics, primary site accuracy Pacc and total accu-













(τ sl ∩ psl ) (3.2)
where τ sl are true labels for each image of a glass slide s ∈ S, psl are the predicted labels
for each image of a glass slide s ∈ S, ηs is the number of images for selected primary site
s ∈ S, and ηtot is the total number of test images in S.
3.6.2 F1-Score
The details provided in the following section are adapted from [84, 85, 86]. F1-score is the
weighted mean of precision and recall and is used to evaluate model performance based
on uneven class distribution. Precision can be defined as ”the number of true positives
divided by the sum of the numbers of true positives and false positives”, and recall can
be defined as ”the number of true positives divided by the sum of the numbers of true
positives and false negatives” [84]. Considering the classes of datasets used in this thesis,
for all datasets, the class distribution in the test split is not balanced. Hence, F1-score
derived in Equation 3.3 can provide a better (aggregated) insight into the precision and
recall of the trained classifier. The precision value is based on true predictions and actual
labels, while recall assesses the true predictions based on all predicted labels. Hence, F1-







This chapter provided detailed descriptions of three data repositories, the data distribution
among each repository, and the metrics used for model evaluation. For better analysis of
the effect of image modality, KIMIA MAG-5 was used. The BreakHis dataset was tested for
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low-resolution capability of the developed models, and the final evaluation was conducted
on the novel OMAX dataset composed of microscopic snapshots with various primary
sites. Inference on the effects of image modality, primary site, and image resolution was
obtained from this study. Further, Chapter 4 discusses the techniques and implementa-
tion of knowledge extraction methods from the discussed dataset and their application in
building a classifier to recognize the magnification levels of test images.
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Chapter 4
Characterization and Classification of
Microscopic Snapshots
“Science can amuse and
fascinate us all, but it is




This chapter discusses the methodologies implemented for designing an end-to-end modelcapable of discriminating the features of handcrafted algorithms and CNN models with
the ultimate goal of recognizing magnification levels. An outline of the complete workflow
is discussed in Section 4.2. Image analysis algorithms have a range of hyperparameters.
Changing these parameters directly affects the performances of algorithms. Therefore,
changing hyperparameters significantly affects the feature extraction and classification
performance of all models. This chapter presents the results of experiments conducted
using all three datasets: KIMIA-MAG-5, BreakHis, and OMAX. For the KIMIA-MAG-5
and OMAX datasets, the traditional approach of a train–test split was used, whereas for
BreakHis images, the folds provided in the literature were implemented to compare the
published results [83]. The results for each dataset were analyzed in a three-phase manner:
i) analysis of classification algorithms across all magnifications, ii) individual magnification
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analysis, and iii) significance of individual organ/patient slides at individual magnification
levels. Answers to all the questions posed in the previous chapters are presented in this
chapter, along with discussions and associated findings.
4.2 Proposed Approach
In this section, the magnification prediction workflow and its sub-blocks for processing
images at various magnification levels are explained. Figure 4.1 shows a complete block




























Figure 4.1: Overview of the magnification experiments (from left to right): input of train–
test images followed by feature extraction block and image classification.
The diagram shows three primary processing blocks: i) pre-processing block, ii) feature
extraction block, and iii) classification block. Pre-processing techniques are specific to the
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type of algorithm used (i.e., handcrafted or CNN-based). For handcrafted features, pre-
processing constitutes the conversion from the RBG color scheme to gray-scale images.
For deep embeddings, images are normalized by dividing all the pixel values by 255 (28−1),
which limits the range of intensity values to [0, 1] instead of the original [0, 28 − 1]. These
pre-processed images are provided as input to the feature extraction block. Depending
on the type of model used, a 1-dimensional feature vector representing the input image is
obtained by either applying a forward pass on CNN models or applying the mathematical
function f(x) of the handcrafted feature extraction algorithm. The features generated from
the feature extraction block are attached with their associated labels to form a feature–label
pair and then passed to the classification block (all the classifiers used in this thesis are
described in Section 2.4 to train a classifier and conduct prediction of the test images. The
classification block is tuned by adjusting the model-specific parameter values to achieve
the best possible classification results.
4.3 Requirements
Access to the three datasets was required to conduct the experiments. All aspects of the
datasets can be found in Chapter 3. For conducting the experiments, access to adequate
computational resources enabled by the Python environment was required.
4.3.1 Software and Libraries
The code for all experiments was written in Python 3.7, and the virtual environment for
conducting all experiments was set up using Anaconda Distribution1. The main advantage
of using this distribution setup is the default installation of necessary machine learning
and data science libraries. A list of essential libraries used here is as follows:
1. Numpy [87]: Popular scientific computing library used for numerical calculations in
Python. Matrix calculations are integral to classification algorithms like SVM, RF,
and k-nearest neighbors.
2. Pandas [88]: The Pandas library provides fast, flexible, and expressive data structures
designed to work with “labeled” data. All image directories and their labels are stored
as a Pandas dataframe.
1https://anaconda.org/
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3. Sci-kit Learn [84]: A prominent library for implementing machine learning algorithms
in Python. In this thesis, SVM, RF, and K-NN were implemented using this library
based on the train–test split criterion and confusion matrix calculation.
4. TensorFlow [89]: This library was specifically designed for implementation of neural
networks. In this thesis, it was used extensively for feature extraction and training
neural network classifiers.
5. Keras [90]: Keras is an open-source neural network library capable of running on
top of TensorFlow. It enables fast experimentation with deep neural networks and
focuses on being user-friendly, modular, and extensible. Feature extraction using
CNN models used Keras library in this study.
4.3.2 Resource Configurations
The experiments conducted in this thesis are computationally expensive because they pro-
cess a large number of histopathology images. Furthermore, the implementation of CNN
models for feature extraction and fine-tuning requires GPU use for faster processing. Ex-
periments requiring dynamic memory of more than 31 GB were conducted on a server
hosted by KIMIA Lab, University of Waterloo, while other experiments were conducted
on a PC provided by KIMIA Lab, University of Waterloo. The CPU-intensive tasks were
related to preparing images for training, test, and feature extraction algorithms, such as
LBP and VGG, were conducted on the Personal Computer (PC), while feature extraction
of DenseNet, ResNet, and EfficientNet and fine-tuning were conducted on the GPU server.
The PC has an Intel Core i9 7900x @3.30 GHz CPU, 31.7 GB RAM, and an Nvidia GeForce
GTX 1080 GPU. The Kimia Server had 298 GB of shareable RAM available with 4 GPUs
(Nvidia Tesla V100).
4.4 Experiment Series 1 (KIMIA-MAG-5)
This section presents the model evaluation conducted using images from the repository
KIMIA-MAG-5 described in Section 3.3. In this series, performance comparison of the
handcrafted feature extraction algorithm LBP and deep embedding features using pre-
trained CNN models was conducted. For LBP, three combinations of the parameters radius
r and neighbors p and three pre-trained CNN models were implemented for the feature
extraction process. Features from all algorithms were classified using three classification
algorithms, as discussed in Section 2.4, and they were implemented using the Sci-kit learn
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library [84]. The images were split based on the primary site, with 80% for classifier
training and the remaining 20% as test images for generating predictions from the trained
classifier. For these experiments, all images were used in their original dimensions (i.e.,
800 × 800); for LBP, no pre-processing was applied, while for the CNN, all images were
normalized before passing to the model.
The aim of this experiment series was to answer the primary question “Is magnifica-
tion classification of histopathology images possible?”. In total, eighteen experiments were
conducted in this series, consolidating all feature extraction and classification frameworks
explained in Section 4.2.
Magnification Prediction – The results associated with the magnification predic-
tion of test images from the KIMIA-MAG-5 dataset are reported in Table 4.1, showing
the total accuracy and F1-score for all 18 experiments. In terms of analyzing the domain
of feature extraction, a large discrepancy in performance was seen between handcrafted
features and deep embeddings. A contrasting difference of 30% in total accuracy was evi-
dent between the best-performing handcrafted feature LBPγ3 and deep descriptor ResNet.
It is clear from the results in Table 4.1 that the LBP algorithm was unable to discrimi-
nate between magnification variations, whereas deep embeddings were. For handcrafted
features, the best-performing model had a total accuracy of 63.28% and F1-score of 0.62
from LBP features with parameters r = 3 and n = 24 when classified using RF. In terms
of deep descriptors, all CNN models were capable of extracting semantic information from
magnification-varied images. The top performing pipeline of feature extraction and classifi-
cation algorithm achieved an accuracy of 93.26% with an F1-score of 0.94 by implementing
ResNet151 features with SVM.
Features
SVM RF KNN
Acc % F1 Acc % F1 Acc % F1
LBPγ1 58.36 0.54 62.90 0.62 54.32 0.52
LBPγ2 57.89 0.56 60.64 0.59 55.72 0.53
LBPγ3 62.32 0.60 63.28 0.62 59.95 0.57
ResNet 93.26 0.94 82.59 0.84 87.06 0.88
DenseNet 91.96 0.93 87.13 0.88 88.08 0.89
EfficientNet 90.96 0.92 86.39 0.88 86.02 0.87
Table 4.1: Total accuracy (Tacc) in terms of percentage (%) and F1 score for test split
images for three variations of the LBP algorithm:γ1 for r = 1 and p = 8, γ2 for r = 2
and p= 16, γ3 for r = 3 and p= 24, and three pre-trained neural networks applied to the
KIMIA-MAG-5 repository
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Magnification Level Analysis – To understand the misclassifications that occurred
at individual magnification levels, an analysis of individual magnification levels was at-
tempted. Figure 4.2 shows confusion matrices from the top two experiments in terms of
model performance. An independent analyses of the results of the SVM classification using
i) ResNet and ii) DenseNet features are shown in Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b, respectively.
It is evident from both confusion matrices that the 40x magnification level is the best cat-
egory for identification, as it was classified correctly 99% of the time. All false predictions
for the 40x were categorized in its adjacent class of 20x, and this situation is analogous
for all magnification levels. The least generalized results were achieved while testing 5x
magnified images; 6% of images were labeled as 2.5x and 5% at 10x. Moderate results were



















0.94 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.06 0.89 0.05 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.05 0.92 0.03 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.96 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.99



















0.93 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.07 0.87 0.05 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.05 0.91 0.03 0.00
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.96 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.99
(b) DenseNet features with SVM
Figure 4.2: Confusion matrices for analysis of % error in individual classes of magnification
levels present in KIMIA-MAG-5. a) Results for true labels on y-axis compared to predicted
labels on x-axis for ResNet features. b): Results following same chronology with DenseNet
features.
Primary Site Analysis – This section aims to elucidate the influence of primary site
(i.e., primary organs from which tissues are taken) on the classification of magnification
levels. Figure 4.3 shows the misclassification percentages at each primary site calculated

















































































































Figure 4.3: Misclassifications for each primary site.
the final results, it is evident that images from pleura were easiest to classify. Eye, head
and neck, ovary, and pancreas were the primary sites with the highest misclassification
rates. For pleura, only 5 false predictions occurred from a total of 207 images; contrarily
for eye, 16 false predictions occurred from a total of 163 images, yielding a high ratio of
misclassification error in Figure 4.3.
In summary of Series 1, the deep descriptors tend to be more suitable for capturing
magnification-specific information from images. The next section presents the experimental
findings from the BreakHis dataset [83].
4.5 Experiment Series 2 (BreakHis dataset)
This section provides the experimental results obtained using images from the repository
BreakHis described in Section 3.4. The previous section showed that handcrafted features
are unsuitable for generalizing magnification recognition. Hence, for this series, the perfor-
mances of deep descriptors were analyzed using the same CNN models used in Section 4.4.
A total of 12 experiments were conducted for this series using only deep descriptors.
Along with magnification, the influence of depth of layers in the CNN was evaluated: “Can
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shallow neural networks compete with deep neural networks?”. To answer this question,
VGG19 was included in this series of experiments, and its performance was analyzed across
all classifiers.
Magnification Prediction – The results for magnification prediction of images from
the BreakHis dataset are reported in Table 4.2. The average validation accuracy was cal-
culated using the average across 5-fold cross-validation, while total accuracy, total patient
accuracy, and F1-score were calculated using an independent test set. From the results
given in Table 4.2, it is clear that the SVM is the best classification algorithm. Comparing
feature extraction models, DenseNet features achieved a top test accuracy of 91.50%. For
the EfficientNet and VGG models, the best accuracies achieved were 88.75% and 82.12%
with F1-scores of 0.89 and 0.81, respectively. With an F1-score of 0.93, we can state that
DenseNet features with SVM provide more robust, generalized, and sensitive predictions.
Magnification Level Analysis – The confusion matrix of the end-to-end pipeline
composed of DenseNet and SVM is shown in Figure 4.4. Studying the confusion ma-
trix, it seems that the 20x magnification level is the most difficult to classify. For 20x
magnification, the classifier model predicted correct class labels with 88% accuracy, 5%
misclassification as 10x, and 7% misclassifications as 40x. These findings contradict our
common concept that “highly magnified images are easy to recognize”. For this experiment
series, low magnification levels were easy to recognize. The 4x magnification level achieved
a top accuracy of 97% with 3% of images being misclassified as 10x.
Patient Level Analysis – The BreakHis dataset was manageable in terms of test
split, enabling analysis of individual misclassifications of each patient’s images from the
test split. Table 4.3 shows the patient-level accuracy, misclassified images, and total images
for each patient slide from the test split. Interpreting the results in Table 4.3, two patient
slides were predicted correctly across all magnification levels. For slides SOB M LC 14-
Features
SVM RF KNN
V.Acc Acc F1 V.Acc Acc F1 V.Acc Acc F1
ResNet 91.98 89.84 0.91 84.03 83.00 0.26 81.00 77.40 0.73
DenseNet 91.47 91.50 0.93 86.47 84.61 0.86 80.00 77.97 0.71
EfficientNet 91.14 88.75 0.89 80.00 78.29 0.81 77.12 71.91 0.68
VGG 78.82 82.12 0.81 75.67 78.34 0.79 75.02 76.99 0.69
Table 4.2: Model evaluation using validation accuracy, total accuracy Tacc, and F1-score for
magnification prediction of test split of BreakHis dataset. The results from the four feature


















0.97 0.03 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.92 0.05 0.00
0.00 0.05 0.88 0.07
0.00 0.01 0.05 0.94
Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix for BreakHis dataset with four magnification levels. Results
show that 20x is the most confusing class, whereas 4x is the simplest.
16196 and SOB M MC 1418842, a total of 12 and 10 false predictions were respectively
obtained across all categories. A complete breakdown of the misclassification is provided in
Figure 4.5. The results from Figure 4.5b are surprising because 5 false predictions occurred
in the 10x class, which contradicts our previous finding that the 40x class is the 2nd easiest
to learn magnification.
Patient Id Accuracy Pacc µf µs
SOB M LC 1416196 83.78 12 74
SOB M MC 1410147 92.18 5 64
SOB M MC 1412773 97.77 2 90
SOB M MC 1413413 100.00 0 119
SOB M MC 1413418DE 100.00 0 55
SOB M MC 1416456 93.25 12 178
SOB M MC 1418842 83.87 10 62
SOB M MC 1418842D 92.18 5 64
Table 4.3: Patient-level accuracy using primary site accuracy Pacc for images from eight
patient groups from BreakHis dataset kept as a part of the test split. µf is the number of
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(b) SOB M MC 1418842
Figure 4.5: Confusion matrix with quantitative analysis of correct predictions compared
to false predictions for the two worst-predicted patient slides: a) SOB M LC 1416196 and
b) SOB M MC 1418842.
In summary of Series 2, for each image, individual analysis provides a better under-
standing of image characteristics. The best pipeline for predicting magnification levels in
the BreakHis dataset was found to be DenseNet features classified using SVM. Analyzing
the overall model performance provides insight on test data predictions, and investigation
on an individual basis yielded surprising results that contradict the findings of Series 1.
Hence, individual analysis of testing data is a necessary step in magnification recognition.
4.5.1 Fine-Tuning Deep Networks
Additional experiments on fine-tuning the model architecture for VGG and DenseNet were
performed for the BreakHis dataset. The VGG model was cut from the 4th last layer and
was attached to fully connected layers for retraining on the BreakHis dataset. A validation
accuracy of 91.2% was achieved with a standard deviation of ±1.4%; a test accuracy of
90.6% and F1-score of 0.89 were achieved. The modified model was trained using the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 1e−4 for 12 epochs with the loss function of categorical
cross-entropy. Further training of the model resulted in over-fitting. Figure 4.6 provides
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the learning curves of the successful attempt at VGG fine-tuning. In depth analysis of
prediction results from test images was not conducted because of its inferiority compared
to the pre-trained DenseNet features with the SVM classifier. Furthermore, to compare
the results of fine-tuning, the same technique was implemented on DenseNet121. Even
after tuning the model parameters, such as the optimizer, learning rate, and momentum,
DenseNet121 failed to converge. The test accuracy obtained for fine-tuned DenseNet121
was only 36.7%. A vanishing gradient was observed during the fine-tuning of DenseNet121
from the last block along with fully connected layers.












Training and Validation accuracy
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validation accuracy
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Figure 4.6: Learning curves based on fine-tuning of VGG19 model: a) Stable flat curve of
validation accuracy in blue indicates model is optimally trained. b) Loss function values
calculated during each model epoch plotted for training and validation.
4.6 Experiment Series 3 (OMAX)
This section provides the results of experiments conducted using images from the OMAX
repository. The main goal of these experiments was to benchmark a dataset and workflow
for magnification prediction using microscopic images curated from different organs. The
best pipeline from previous experiments on microscopic breast images was achieved using
DenseNet features with an SVM classifier. Hence, for this series, three classifiers, SVM,
RF, and K-NN, were applied to classify DenseNet features.
The following question is answered by analyzing the results of three experiments con-
ducted in this series: “Which feature-extraction, classifier model is best for learning mag-
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nification in histopathology domain?” For model testing, 3, 328 images were used from 10
organs comprising 15% of the total dataset. The training phase utilized 85% of the dataset
with 14, 624 images from 54 primary sites.
Magnification Prediction – Model performance on images from the OMAX dataset
was analyzed using 5-fold cross-validation and metrics of validation accuracy, test accuracy
per organ, and F1-score (Table 4.4). It is evident that the SVM algorithm learned the most
optimal differences between magnification levels and generalized the tissue contents from
64 organs. The SVM classifier achieved 87.11% correct predictions, while the variance
for model validation was low (1.24) with an F1-score of 0.87, which indicates the high
sensitivity and specificity of the trained model. RF and K-NN classifiers did not perform
well as they achieved below 75.75% test accuracy and had larger standard deviations,




SVM 85.77± 1.24 87.11 0.87
RF 70.77± 5.34 75.75 0.76
KNN 67.14± 5.23 72.60 0.72
Table 4.4: Validation accuracy (Vacc), total accuracy Tacc, and F1-score for deep embeddings
obtained using DenseNet model on OMAX test split images and classified using three
classification algorithms.
Magnification Level Analysis – The thorough study of different magnification levels
indicates the challenges associated with each magnification level. The results from the best
workflow model of the SVM classifier presented in Figure 4.7 were studied. By analyzing
the confusion matrix, confounding results were seen for 40x magnification. False predictions
of 21% of images belonging to 40x were labeled as 4x. This result refutes the statement
“higher magnification levels are easy to classify”. Analyzing the falsely predicted images
in Figure 4.9, it becomes difficult to give a universal statement for all datasets and their
magnification level analyses. For the smallest magnification of 4x, misclassification rates
of 11% as 10x and 6% as 40x were seen. For this dataset, it seems that the 4x and 40x
images show higher misclassification.
Primary site analysis – In total, 10 primary sites were used for analyzing the misclas-
sifications caused by tissue variations. Details regarding the number of misclassified images
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0.04 0.86 0.10 0.00
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Figure 4.7: Confusion matrix for the OMAX dataset. The model is susceptible to unseen
images at 4x and 40x magnifications, leading to high misclassification rates, whereas the
mid-level magnifications seem to have been predicted more reasonably.
for images belonging to chromosome and lymph nodes was most difficult for the model,
while images from the duodenum, lung, gall bladder, and palatine of the tonsil were easily
distinguishable with accuracy scores above 90%. The confusion matrices for the best and
worst performances on primary sites are shown in Figure 4.8. The lung images presented in
Figure 4.8a had few misclassified images of 4x, 10x, and 20x magnification, while 40x had
zero false predictions. In contrast, Figure 4.8b shows the results for chromosome images,
where all magnification levels were mostly misclassified.
An analysis of the remaining primary sites is provided in the Appendix B.1.
Misclassification Image Analysis – It was attempted to understand the nature of
misclassified images from trained models used for conducting the experiments. Figure 4.9
shows twelve sample test images present in the OMAX data repository. Each image was
specifically chosen for analysis to expand the understanding of the complexity involved in
this work. Observing these images, it is evident that for lymph node sections, dissimilar
staining procedures (trichrome staining) may act as outliers when modeling compatibility
directly, resulting in one of the worst performing primary sites in Table 4.5. Further in-
spection provided information on images from chromosomes that were divergent in terms
of homogeneity. These are composed of protein structures and DNA, making the majority
area of their images absent of ordinary tissue texture. The remaining images are rich in
collagen, nuclei, and cellular matrix. This could be the main reason magnification levels of
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Primary Site Pacc µf µs
Adipose Tissue 88.80 43 384
CardiacV alve 84.65 23 160
Chromosome 54.68 87 192
Doudenum 92.85 32 448
Gall Bladder 90.10 19 192
Lung 94.71 11 208
Lamellar 87.50 32 256
Lymph Node 68.75 80 256
Oesophagus 89.78 36 352
Palatine Tonsil 92.50 66 880
Table 4.5: Accuracy with respect to the primary site Pacc on 10 organs from OMAX dataset.
Here, µf represents the total misclassifications across all magnification levels, and µs is the
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(b) Chromosomes
Figure 4.8: Confusion matrices for best and worst performance (Chromosome).
chromosome images are amongst the most misclassified. Analyzing the remaining primary
sites, adipose tissue (top left corner) was misclassified as 4x (with the correct label being
40x). Similarly, the palatine tonsil sample (bottom right corner) was misclassified as 4x
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(with the correct label being 20x). This could be due to the high amounts collagen and
tissue fibers instead of the highly varying texture of dyes observed in the other images.
Contradictory results were seen for the human lung. A fine pattern of cartilage or con-
nective tissue with yellow and brown color is seen in the lung images. This color variation
might be responsible for confusing the classifier. Similarly, for the remaining images, prob-
lems such as irregular textural patterns, loss of focus, and analogous nuclei size for adjacent
magnification levels account for the majority of misclassifications.
4.7 Concluding Remarks
This chapter presented the findings from all end-to-end pipelines applied for learning mag-
nification levels from microscopic snapshots. Experimental results showed that handcrafted
features are less able to generalize tissue patterns varying at different magnification levels.
On the other hand, deep embeddings efficiently represent tissue patterns with different
sizes of nuclei, widths of connective tissues, and individual cellular matrix patterns. For
the stated problem, the results from Series 1 and 2 demonstrate that low-level and high-
level magnified images are generally easy to recognize when the model is trained using
H&E staining. In Series 3 with images with less commonly used stains, the models could
not generalize. Analyzing various primary sites, it seems chromosomes are most difficult
to predict because their images cannot maintain a balance between background and tissue








































Figure 4.9: Misclassified samples of 12 primary sites from OMAX test samples. Text values
on the right side depict actual magnification levels, and the bottom text gives the predicted




“You see, my ambition was not
to confound the engineering
world but simply to create a
beautiful piece of art.”
– Kit Williams
The primary goal of this work was to recognize the magnification levels of microscopicimages using several feature extraction algorithms from traditional computer vision
(i.e., handcrafted features) and deep learning-based pre-trained CNN models. Classification
performance was compared using three classification algorithms: K-NN, RF, and SVM. An
independent experiment to evaluate the fine-tuning of the neural network was conducted in
one series of experiments. With the experiments, we attempted to answer the five questions
raised in Section 1.3.
All experiments utilized three datasets: KIMIA-MAG-5, BreakHis, and OMAX. All
feature extraction algorithms were able to capture semantic information from the pathol-
ogy images. Upon classifying these features, different levels of robustness were observed
from the classification models. Applying multiple feature extraction algorithms helped in
understanding the capability of each algorithm in learning semantically meaningful features
responsible for differentiating magnification levels from pathology images.
Experiments on KIMIA-MAG-5 served as validation of the workflow, along with a
comparative study for analyzing the misclassification across modalities. A comparison be-
tween handcrafted features, namely LBP, and deep descriptors for three pre-trained CNNs
showed that deep embeddings were more capable of learning image characteristics related
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to specific patterns, evident at varying magnification levels. In contrast, handcrafted fea-
tures were poor at acquiring expressive magnification patterns. The best total accuracy of
63.28% and F1-score of 0.62 were achieved for LBPγ3. For deep features, ResNet features
categorized with SVM provided the best results with an accuracy of 93.26% and F1-score
of 0.94.
For the BreakHis dataset, fine-tuned VGG19 and pre-trained DenseNet combined with
SVM achieved very similar results of 90.60% and 91.50% total accuracy and 0.93 and 0.89
F1-score, respectively. The experiment for the fine-tuned DenseNet model from the last
convolutional block achieved a total accuracy of 36.7%, which was unacceptable.
The proposed dataset, OMAX, is a developing data repository of true microscopic snap-
shots. The primary motive for developing this dataset was to develop a universal magni-
fication prediction system that can process images from multiple tissue origins. Achieving
this goal is challenging because of the tissue complexity seen across various organs. How-
ever, in this work, it was shown that state-of-the-art neural networks were indeed able to
generalize magnification-dependent features from 64 primary sites. Model evaluation with
DenseNet features achieved a total accuracy and F1-score of 87.11% and 0.87 with SVM,
75.75% and 0.76 with RF, and 72.60% and 0.72 K-NN, respectively. In terms of addressing
multiple organs, there has been no study that can be used as a benchmark for comparison.
Hence, this set of experiments can be considered as a new benchmark for experiments with
varying magnifications.
The fine-tuned VGG19 network achieved similar performance to the pre-trained DenseNet121
model for the BreakHis dataset. The trial for fine-tuning the DenseNet model failed as the
vanishing gradient phenomenon occurred due to the deep topology of DenseNet121. There-
fore, fine-tuning is highly dependent on the available training data and network topology.
In terms of primary site analysis, misclassification error in the range of 2–8% was evident in
both the KIMIA-MAG-5 and OMAX datasets. As a result, it can be concluded that deep
features can robustly represent image patterns across multiple organs and magnifications.
5.1 Future Scope
Existing CAD systems in the field of histopathology have been developed with specific
magnification levels (e.g., 20x). This limits the scope of such systems when confronted with
images with other magnification levels. If the proposed workflow is used as a pre-processing
block for existing systems, the generated results will prove to be more reliable at known
magnification levels. In the field of DL, a variety of neural networks are available with
accessible computational power and well-annotated datasets. Varying magnification levels
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still pose problems for model training; hence, the proposed workflow can be implemented
to prepare a magnification-balanced dataset, which will further be used for training a
deep neural network from scratch. Currently, no such magnification-robust neural network
exists, but it would certainly be a milestone for the DP community.
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Light microscopy works on the principal of light transmission. Magnified objects are viewed
using a series of lens. Actual light microscope used for collecting OMAX dataset has an
additional attachment to capture snapshots of visual field being observed in real time.
Actual system configurations are taken from seller website 1 as follow:
• Total magnification: 40X-100X-250X-400X-1000X-2500X; Eyepieces: widefield -
WF10X/18 and WF25X; Objectives: achromatic DIN 4X, 10X, 40X (S), 100X (S,
Oil); Viewing head: 45 degrees inclined 360 degrees swiveling trinocular; Interpupil-
lary distance: sliding adjustable 2-3/16inch 2-15/16inch (55mm 75mm); Diopter:
adjustable on both eyepiece tubes; Nosepiece: revolving quadruple.
• Stage: mechanical stain-resistant double layer, size: 5-1/2inch x 5-1/2inch (140mm x
140mm), translation range: 3inch x 2inch (75mm x 50mm); Photo tube adjustment
range: 5/8inch (15mm); Focus: coaxial coarse and fine focus knobs on both sides,
rack and pinion adjustment, with tension control; Focusing knob can be locked for
observation and transportation; Condenser and diaphragm: Abbe NA1.25 rack and
pinion adjustment condenser with iris aperture diaphragm.
• Black palm rest on the base; Illumination: transmitted (lower), replaceable 3W LED
light, variable intensity; Metal mechanical components; Power supply: 100V 240V





• Digital camera: - true color 4096x3288 pixels (14M pixels) - 0.5X reduction lens to
get larger field of view - 0.01 mm calibration slide: 1mm/100 division - Frame speed:
1.8fps at 4096x3288, 10fps at 2048x1644, 27fps at 1024x822 - Software compatible
with Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10, Mac OS and Linux operating system - Capturing
microscope images, recording live video, measuring lengths, angles, areas, editing




For experiment series 3, total of 10 primary sites are present in test folder. Individual
magnification level analysis for best and worst performing primary sites are human lung
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Figure B.2: Primary site analysis for 8 primary sites of OMAX dataset
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